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PRODUCTS OF WEAKLY-N-COMPACT SPACESt1)
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ABSTRACT. A space is said to be weakly- X  -compact (or weakly-Lind-

elöf) provided each open cover admits a countable subfamily with dense union.

We show this property in a product space is determined by finite subproducts,
, , . Ko        Xj

and by assuming that  2       =2        we show the property is not preserved by

finite products.   These results are generalized to higher cardinals and two re-

search problems are stated.

Introduction.  Weakly-Lindelóf spaces have been studied by Frolik [F,], by

Comfort, Hindman and Negrepontis [CHN], and by Hager [h].   We extend their re-

sults by proving that for K regular and uncountable, weakly- N-compactness in a

product space is determined by finite subproducts.   In §2 we outline a method

which can possibly be used to construct, for each nonmeasurable cardinal Tt, a

pair of weakly-Lindelóf spaces whose product fails to be even weakly-rt-compact.

By assuming that  2       =2      ,   in §3 we complete the construction of a pair of

weakly-Lindelóf spaces whose product fails to be weakly-Lindeló'f.

1. The product theorem.   In what follows   N   will denote an infinite cardinal

number (measurable or nonmeasurable).

1.1 Definition.  A topological space  Y is said to be weakly-K-compact provided

each cover of  Y by open sets admits a subfamily of cardinality less than   K  with

dense union.   Thus a space is weakly-Lindeló'f if and only if it is weakly- Nj-com-

pact.

1.2 Notation.  Let X = n"ae,Xabe a product space with the usual Tychonoff

topology.    For each nonempty set J C I we denote by  P .  the canonical projection

of X onto nae,Xa.   If  U  is a nonempty basic open set in x, we denote by RÍU)

the finite set of coordinates on which the projection is not the entire factor.   If   U

is any family of basic open sets, we define  RÍuí = \J¡j €\¡ RÍU).
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1.3 Theorem.   Let   H  be a regular uncountable cardinal.   If each finite sub-

product of X is weakly-R-compact, then X is weakly-X-compact.

Proof.  Let   U  be any cover of X by basic open sets.   Given any finite subset

F of 7,  let  Up be any subfamily of ll  such that the cardinality of lip  is less

than  K,  and \P p(ll): U ell pi has dense union in na£p Xa.  Since  P F is an open

surjection, clearly such an ll,, exists.

Let CqC I be any nonempty subset of cardinality less than   K.   Let A . =

U Up, the union being taken over all finite subsets of C„.   Set  C, = CQ U R(j A.

Since   N   is regular, card (j A < K,   and hence  card (C A < N.

Inductively, let k be a positive integer, and suppose  C . and A . have been

chosen for all  i < k,  where A . = U lip,   the union being taken over all finite sub-

sets of Ci_y  and where  C ■ — C ■_, CI R(A .).   By this construction the cardinality

of C,   is less than  K ,  and hence we can repeat the above process to obtain   C,   .

der
J ,     ,.

II I   I c-
Now set  C = \J   ... C  ,  and ll' = Vj    .. j   ,  where  N denotes the set of pos-

n€N      n' . n £N     îî' r

itive integers. Since each A is of cardinality less than K, and since K is un-

countable and regular, we have that card (ll ) < K. Thus it suffices to show that

U    has dense union in  X.

Let  (J be any nonempty basic open subset of X.   Since   R(U)  is finite, there

exists an integer 77z  such that R(il) O C = R(il)  O C   .   Let F be the finite set
° m

R(U) O C   .   By the construction of A     there is a basic open set  V £ llcCi
m J m r r m

for which   Pp(il) O PF(V) 4 0-    But we also know that R(V)  is contained in

Cm   y   Thus  R(U) n R(V) is a subset of F.   Hence  U n V 4 0-   This proves the

theorem.

The hypothesis that N  be regular cannot be removed.   This is evident from

[NU, Example 1.7]  which gives us, for each singular cardinal   K,   a product space

in which each finite subproduct has smaller cardinality than   X  and yet the entire

product fails to be pseudo-N -compact.   Since each weakly- K -compact space is

pseudo-K-compact, this example fulfills our need.

We do not consider weakly- NQ-compact spaces because in the presence of

regularity, weakly-K „-compactness is equivalent to compactness.

The next two sections tell us Theorem 1.3 cannot be improved to yield that

for regular and uncountable   K , X is weakly-K-compact whenever each coordinate

space is weakly- K-compact.

2. The foundations of an example.  Again, let  n be any uncountable nonmea-

surable cardinal number,   We now turn our attention to the problem of constructing

two spaces  V  and Z  which are weakly-Lindelöf but whose product fails to be

even weakly-Tt-compact.   The spaces used will turn out to be subspaces of the
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Stone-Cech compactification of a discrete space of cardinality rt. (Obviously, the

author is indebted to the work of Comfort [C2] and Frolik [F,] for the inspiration

of this example.)

Recall that a set 5 has nonmeasurable cardinality provided the following con-

dition is satisfied: If 11   is any ultrafilter on S and Ii has the countable inter-

section property, then (I 11 / 0.   It is well known that the class of nonmeasurable

cardinals is extremely large; it, may, in fact, embrace all cardinals.   However, for

our purposes we only need notice that   K,   is nonmeasurable.   The reader is referred

to [Gj] for a highly informative treatment of this concept.

Let D be a discrete space of cardinality rt.   A filter base i  on D is said to

be strong provided it has the countable intersection property and  f I A = 0.

Take ßD,  the Stone-Cech compactification of D, to be the set of ultrafilters

on D  together with the Stone topology.   In this context we have the following

theorem:

2.1 Theorem.   Let A  be a subset of ßD - D and Y = D U A;   then   Y  is

weakly-Lindelöf if and only if each strong filter base is extended by some member

of A.

Proof.  Suppose  Y is weakly-Lindelóf and j   is a strong filter base.   Let 11 =

ícl., ÍD - V): V £j\.   Since II J = 0, 11 is an open cover for D.   Suppose no

ultrafilter p £A  extends j .   Then for each p £A  there is a V    £j   such that

V    i p or,  equivalently p £ cly. ÍD — V ).   Hence   U  is an open cover for   Y.

Since   Y is weakly-Lindelóf there must exist a countable family \U  : n £ N\ C

11 with dense union.   Let W  : n £ A/Î be the set of corresponding members of J.

Since each singleton in D  is an open subset of Y,  \J   €N U    must contain

D.   Hence   I I   eN V   =0,   which contradicts that J  is strong.   Thus some p £A

must extend  J.

To prove the converse we let   U be a cover for A  U D  by basic open sets.

For each open set  U £ u let KÍU) denote the complement of U in D. That is, let

KÍU) = D - iU n D).   Now if any countable subfamily of ¡KÍU): U ell! has void

intersection we are done, since if I I   ,., KÍU ) = 0, then DC U  ,_., U    and thus
72 £N n        ^' zz eN      n

D is the dense subset we are seeking.

Suppose then every countable subfamily of {KÍU): U ell S has nonempty inter-

section.   Since 11 covers D, we see that  (ly^KiU) = 0 and hence ÏKÎU):

U £ US is a strong filter base.   But then, by the choice of A,  there must exist an

ultrafilter p £A   such that \KÍU): U ell! C p.    But this is simply another way of

saying that p  ft U 11 which contradicts that 11 is a cover for A.   Thus D U A

is weakly-Lindeló'f.

Suppose now it is possible to partition  ßD - D  into two disjoint sets  A,   and

A2 each with the property given A  in Theorem 2.1.   Since A, OA2 = 0,  the
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the diagonal in (D U A j) x (D U A A  is a closed discrete space of cardinality  n.

Thus (DU A j) x (D U A.)  is not weakly-Tt-compact, while each factor is weakly-

Lindelöf.

Clearly, if D were of measurable cardinality, then no such partition would be

possible.   However, since D  is of nonmeasurable cardinality such a partition

might be possible, and the use of types of ultrafilters is the obvious way to choose

A ,  and A ,,

2.2 Definition. Two ultrafilters p^ and K on D are said to be of the same

type provided there is some permutation 7 of D such that r*(p A = p where r*

is the continuous extension of r to ßD.

The reader may wish to refer to [F.], [R,],  or [R ]  for insight into the con-

cept of types of ultrafilters.

Suppose  card (D) =  H..   If it can be shown that there exist two types of ultra-

filters such that each strong filter base on D  can be completed to an ultrafilter of

each type, then  A .   and A 2  could be taken to be the sets of all ultrafilters on  D

of these two types.

If card (D) >   X      the situation is slightly more complex.

2.3 Definition.  Let j  be a filter base on D.   We say that J  is  m-uniform pro-

vided  m  is the smallest cardinal such that  card (S) = Til  tot some set S £J.

Suppose for each uncountable cardinal  m < n there are two types of ultra-

filters such that each  m-uniform strong filter base on  D  can be completed to an

ultrafilter of each type, then the construction of A .   and A 2  is obvious.   Thus the

following problem is suggested:

2.4 Problem. Let n be a nonmeasurable cardinal. Do there exist, for each

uncountable cardinal m < Tt, two types of ultrafilters such that each m-uniform

strong filter base on  D   can be completed to an ultrafilter of each type?

Although the example outlined above could work only for nonmeasurable car-

dinals, it is conceivable that the following question has a negative solution.

2.5 Problem.   If  m  is measurable, is the product of two weakly-m-compact

spaces necessarily weakly-m-compact?

3. Results possible if the continuum hypothesis fails.   In this section we shall

use Lusin's hypothesis, that  2       =2     ,  to complete the construction of the

example.   Not only is Lusin's hypothesis consistent with the usual axioms of set

theory, Cohen has shown in [C,J  that Lusin's hypothesis is consistent with the

usual axioms of set theory together with the remainder of the generalized continu-

urn hypothesis.   That is, we may assume 2      =  K    and 2      = Xa+    for  a> 1.

Let D be a discrete space of cardinality X., and let J be a strong filter

base on D. If F C ßD denotes the set of ultrafilters which extend A, we have

the following:
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3.1 Proposition,  card (D > 2C.

Proof.   By [GJ, Corollary 9.12]  if we show that F  is closed and infinite, then

r must contain a copy of ßN and hence  card (D > card ißN) = 2C.

To see  V is closed, let y e ßD - V,   Then there is some set S £J  such that

S ft y.    But then cl^D ÍD - S) is the neighborhood of y which we need.

To see that Y is infinite, recall that   X    is nonmeasurable.   Since A  has the

countable intersection property and Í I J" = 0,  A  must fail to be an ultrafilter.   Thus

there is a set  CjCD   such that both J U ÍCJ  and 3" U  \D - C y\  have the finite

intersection property.   In fact, both A U \C A  and A U   \D - C A have the count-

able intersection property and hence we can repeat the process inductively to find

2       distinct filterbases containing J.   By the construction, if p is any ultrafilter,

then p can contain at most one filterbase from this set.   Since each filterbase can

be extended to an ultrafilter, the proposition is proved.

It is interesting to note that up to this point we have made no use of Lusin's

hypothesis.

To complete our construction, we will choose the two subsets A .   and A 2

by transfinite induction.   In order to do this we must, know that there are no more

than  card iV)  strong filter bases on D.

Let S denote the set of strong filter bases on D.   Since S  is a subset of

jÍjÍD)),  we have card (o) < 2 (it is easy to see that equality must hold).   If

we assume Lusin's hypothesis, then  card (T) > 2C = 2 > card (S).   We can now

prove the following theorem:

3.2 Theorem.  Assuming that Lusin's hypothesis holds, then weakly- H.-com-

pactness is not preserved by finite products.

Proof.   We shall use the condition that card ÍY) > card (S)  to choose the fam-

ilies A j  and A2 from ßD - D.

Let {A ̂ ,: y < 2C\ be a well ordering of the strong filter bases on D.   Let a.

and  bQ be distinct ultrafilters which contain j ..

Inductively, let y be an ordinal less than  2C, and suppose that for all t < y

we have chosen distinct ultrafilters a    and  b    containing A .   Furthermore, sup-

pose that the ultrafilters were chosen to be distinct from all those previously

chosen.   Since each strong filter base is contained in  2C ultrafilters, we can

choose a    /= b     to be distinct from all those previously chosen.

To complete the construction we simply set A . = {a   : y < 2C\ and A2 =

\by:y<2A.

This establishes that Theorem 1.3 cannot be improved to say that weakly-N-

compactness is determined by the individual coordinate spaces.
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The following implications are well known: The   X-chain condition  =^

weakly-X-compactness   ^^ pseudo-K-compactness.   It has been shown in [NU,

Corollaries 1.4 and 1.5]  that, for X   regular and uncountable, the   X-chain condi-

tion and pseudo-X-compactness are determined by finite subproducts.   Interestingly,

the proof of Theorem 1.3 can be easily adapted to yield the results for the   X-chain

condition.

The situation with finite products is not similar.   [NU, Example 1.6]  shows

that pseudo-K-compactness is not preserved by finite products, while the analo-

gous question for the X-chain condition (i.e. the countable chain condition) has

been shown to be independent of the usual axioms of set theory.   For a discussion

of the latter problem see [c].   From this we should realize that it is by no means

certain that the answer to Problem 2.4 is affirmative.
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